
Reaching target groups in the 

iq digital portfolio
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Our targeting ensures efficient reaching of target groups on all titles and headings 

EXCERPT FROM OUR DATA SOURCES

PROCESSING

> 300 immediately

activated segments
Up to 500 million

inter-actions

TARGETING

Decision-maker User Involvement Contextual Socio-Targeting
Technical

targeting
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Our leading media reach over 30 million users every month

NEWS & 

MAGAZINES

ECONOMY & 

FINANCES
B2B-MEDIA RESEARCH

SPECIAL 

INTEREST

NATIONAL 

NEWS
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> 300
targeting segments

immediately available

We obtain extensive, up-to-date and high-quality data from the versatile portfolio - and generate activatable targeting 

segments from it

up to

500 mio.
User interactions

per month

Our user

Our visitors regularly use numerous different titles and offers from our portfolio. By taking a cross-

portal view, we gain valuable data for our targeting offers. 
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More than 300 segments cover a wide range of topics from the B2B and B2C sectors - and can be adapted to suit 

requirements on request

AND MANY MORE TARGET GROUPS…

C-Level SMEs Industry 4.0 New Energy
Business 

travel

Entertainment Automotive Travel Banking
Healthy

Lifestyle
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Exceptional campaigns need exceptional target groups 

Briefing

Based on the campaign 

objectives, you formulate 

your brief.

Activation in our portfolio

The campaign will be 

played out in the                 

iq digital portfolio

Individual consulting

Review desired requirements, 

recommend target audience 

segments and forecast 

expected reach.

Target group approach

We reach your target group 

tailored to your requirements

Segment creation

If required, we create an 

individual segment
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Target groups by age, gender or income

Data sources: iqd portfolio data, external data partners

AgeGender Household income

Job titleHousehold size Homeowner

Especially suitable for:

◼ B2C campaigns

◼ Lifestyle campaigns

◼ „Always On“-campaigns
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Discover our versatile decision-maker target groups - and address your campaigns directly to 

executives, owners and buyers

Data sources: iqd portfolio data, external data partners, on-site user survey, usage and movement data, projections.

CEOsC-Level Executives Board Members

BuyerSelf-employed IT-Decision-maker

Especially suited for:

◼ B2B campaigns

◼ Capital goods

◼ B2B services
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As diverse as our users: Interest-based user involvement targeting offers the right target group for 

every topic

Data sources: iqd portfolio data, external data partners, usage and transaction data, projections

EconomyPolitics Energy

LifestyleManagement Travel

Especially suited for:

◼ B2B campaigns

◼ B2C campaigns

Also available as a Precise segment on request: 

for even greater target group accuracy
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Precisely fitting, consent-independent and cookieless ready - our contextual targeting ensures the 

perfect fit between environments and campaign

Data source: Contextual segments

Trade fairsIndustry 4.0 Change Management

Consumer ElectronicsInvestment Sports

Especially suited for:

◼ B2B campaigns

◼ B2C campaigns

◼ High reach
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Precisely fitting, consent-independent and cookieless ready - our contextual targeting ensures the 

perfect fit between environments and campaign

Data sources: iqd portfolio data, external data partners

City targetingCountry targeting

Postal code targetingPerimeter targeting

Especially suited for:

◼ Retail 

◼ Location based campaigns

42
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We reach our users exactly where they are relevant for your campaign - Ideal for campaigns with 

local relevance

Data sources: iqd portfolio data, external data partners

Device TargetingEmotion-Based

and further more…Time of day

Especially suited for:

◼ B2C campaigns
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All targetings can be individually and creatively combined with each other to create 

customized target groups

User Involvement targeting

Decision-maker targeting (B2B)

Contextual targeting

Sociodemographic

targeting

◼ e.g. New Decision Makers, environmentally conscious 

Millennials, professional investors, business travelers, and 

many more...
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PODCAST TARGETING
Precise delivery of your audio ads

*Available criteria: country, region, city, postal code, latitude/longitude, internet service provider

Geo targeting*Contextual targeting

Device & 

operating system
Publisher genre

Date & time
Audio position (Pre-, 

Mid- and Post-Roll)
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Senior Manager Data & 

Analytics

BJÖRN SINGER

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Toulouser Allee 27

40211 Düsseldorf

+49 211 887 2352

bjoern.singer@iqdigital.de

Data Analytics Manager

NILS FRANK SCHMIDT

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Toulouser Allee 27

40211 Düsseldorf

+49 211 887 2379

nils-frank.schmidt@iqdigital.de

Data Manager

MINWAN LI

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Toulouser Allee 27

40211 Düsseldorf

+49 151 7461 2256

minwan.li@iqdigital.de

Head of Data Management

SVENJA ONASCH

iq digital media marketing GmbH

Ernst-Merck-Straße 12-14

20099 Hamburg

+49 151 40270969

svenja.onasch@iqdigital.de


